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The Lavoro Collection of Gino Ferrari laptop compatible cases and bags is the stylish alternative for the 
discerning business woman.  Offering modern classic design, combined with functionality and a stylish twist, 
the collection takes inspiration from Gino Ferrari’s brand heritage and is the ultimate accessory for 
professional women on the move.

QUALITY, DESIRABILITY, VERSATILITY 



Valerio

GF480
On Board Business/ Overnight Case

Valerio is your essential partner for travel 
and business.  With sections for clothing 
laptop, accessories and iPad.

Main features:

- Padded laptop section

- iPad pocket

- Additional storage compartments

- Easy glide wheels

- Telescopic carrying handle

Size: 44 cm L x 20 cm W x 32.5 cm H  

17” iPad



Palermo

GF481 
Laptop Slim Case with Flush Carry Handle

Lightweight - robust - with high spec internal 
padding, the Palermo slim case will safeguard 
your laptop.  Carry under arm or with the comfort 
handle that fits flush to the main body when not 
in use.  

Main features:
 
- Zip opening to padded laptop section 

- File / accessory pocket

- Front zipped and rear easy access pockets for 
additional storage

- Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap  

Size: 41.5cm L x 7cm W x 29cm H 

16”



Brindisi

GF482
Business / Day Bag

Brindisi is elegant but practical and functional, 
ideal for the busy professional. The roomy interior 
has separate sections for all your essentials 
together with a padded laptop section plus iPad 
pocket.  

Main features:

- Rear padded laptop section

- Large multi-functional main pocket

- Organiser section

- iPad pocket

- Front easy access pocket for mobile phone etc.   

Size: 47cm L x 15cm W x 31cm H  

17” iPad



Arezzo
GF483
Cross Body Bag

This lightweight cross over bag is perfect for 
business and personal trips.  

Main features:

- iPad pocket

- Top zip access to main compartment with 
secondary interior pocket 

- Quick access front zip pocket 

- Rear pocket with magnetic closure 

- Adjustable shoulder strap 
  
Size: 31.5cm L x 7.5cm W X 32cm H  

iPad



Malo

GF484
Laptop Briefcase

Malo is a stylish, functional lightweight briefcase.

Main features:
 
- Zip access to padded laptop section 

- Separate interior pocket with organiser section 

- iPad pocket

- Easy access front zip pocket

- Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.  

Size: 42cm L x 8cm W x 33cm H  

16” iPad



Linate
GF 485
Tote

Linate combines work with pleasure.  Spacious inside 
for all of today’s essentials, yet no compromise is 
made on its sleek looks. 

Main features:
 
- Zip access to the large interior compartment 

- Organiser section with zipped pocket

- iPad section

- Front zipped pocket 

- Rear pocket with magnetic closure

- Comfortable twin shoulder straps / carry handles
 

Size: 42.5cm L x 13.5cm W x 28.5cm H

16” iPad



Siena
GF486
Notebook Sleeve

Ultra slim and lightweight the Siena is a perfect 
choice to protect your laptop in today’s busy 
environments. Manufactured in lightweight 
quilted nylon with Saffiano trim and silver chrome 
accessories completes this stylish look.
  
Main features:
 
- Zip opening to padded interior for laptop 

protection

- Easy access pocket to front

Size: 40.5cm L x 5cm W x 28.5cm H

16”



GF488
iPad/ Tablet Sleeve

Keep your Ipad/tablet safe in this stylish sleeve.  With 
zipped access to the padded interior, your device can 
be carried either underarm or inside a bag.

Size: 25.5cm L x 2.5cm W x 20.5cm H  

Trieste

iPad
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